Piper Alpha –
The Complete Training Package
The BBC Disaster series examines the world’s most
dramatic catastrophes using brilliant BBC footage,
recreations and interviews with key decision makers.
This acclaimed docudrama approach speaks to the viewers in a way nothing
else can. Now available in a totally new format with expert training support
material developed by FutureMedia, this series awakens the need for safety
consciousness at every level of an organisation. No one who experiences
these powerful training programs will be unaffected by the essential
lessons they convey.

Spiral to Disaster: The Piper
Alpha DVD Training Package
The safety video is a gripping drama/documentary that recreates
the three hours of the Piper Alpha tragedy. It provides the basis of
discussion, analysis and training in a variety of OHS areas, including
Risk Assessment, Permit to Work, Emergency Procedures, Safety
Design and more. It utilizes a case study of the tragic event of the
explosion and fire at the Piper Alpha oil platform in the North Sea
which resulted in the loss of 167 lives.
Training Applications:
• Safety design issues
• Permit-to-work procedures
• Emergency procedures
• Safety and rescue systems – incl. equipment
• Management decision making – production output versus
safety considerations
• Contractor and subcontractor issues
• Training and accreditation issues
• Handling and storage of dangerous goods
• Communication techniques
• Allocation of responsibility issues.
Available subtitled in Spanish and Portuguese
Duration: 30 minutes
Price: AUD$595
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Piper Alpha: The Human Price
of Oil DVD Training Package
In this two hour training course the results of eyewitness accounts
of the 35 survivors were fed to a Risk Analyst consultant to obtain
likely causes.
Theories included the lack of securing Risk Analysts advice in
the commissioning of rigs. The differing designs of the Norwegian oil
platforms show higher levels of safety.
Duration: 40 minutes
Price: AUD$595

What is the format of the programs?

The workshops follow an innovative case study approach and provide
a highly-interactive learning environment in which participants
undertake detailed analyses of each disaster. This means participants
not only listen, but also apply the lessons learnt in order to formulate
solutions specific to their own workplace; they not only learn about
what went wrong, but also how it could have been avoided.
Each comprehensive package includes the disaster video along with
the following support material:
• Facilitator’s Guide, including Facilitator’s Checklist
• Facilitator’s Slide Guide
• Participants’ Handouts
• PowerPoint presentation

Paying for the Piper DVD

This powerful and deeply moving film features Ed Punchard, a diver who survived
the Piper Alpha disaster. Ten years after Piper Alpha Ed returns to Scotland and
reunites with fellow survivors.
The video utilises extraordinary footage captured as the disaster unfolded
and dramatic images recorded by a film crew on the first rescue helicopter. Ed
revisits the rescue ship and recalls the experiences of fellow workers.
In a final moving scene he and a fellow survivor Andy Mochan sail out to the site
of the Piper Alpha to lay a wreath. A compelling film for all in the Oil & Gas industry.
Duration: 44 minutes
Price: AUD$290
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